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Security theater moves to Act Two following arrest of Boston marathon bombing suspect
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I’m trying to get a grip on the full spectacle of the police state theater we have all just witnessed in Boston. Where to

begin?

Do we begin with the “lockdown” order that forced

400,000+ Bostonites to stay off the streets and hide in their homes while nobody admits it’s actually martial law?

Do we begin with the militarized masses of armed-up police rolling down the streets of Boston in bomb-proof assault

vehicles, all in the hunt for one teenager? Click here for astonishing pictures of martial law in Boston.

Or do we even attempt to examine the spectacle of the mainstream media’s agenda-scripted coverage of all this and its

failure to try to blame the bombing on so-called “right-wing extremists?”

In examining the events of the week, a rational person can’t help but conclude that only a small part of what’s being

officially reported about the Boston marathon bombers has any basis in fact. And even after the announced arrest of

Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, the remaining survivor of the supposed terrorist bombing duo, we still have:

• No images or video of this person placing any bomb on the ground

• No acknowledgement of the existence of the “Craft” military spooks who all carried large backpacks at

the marathon and were found moving away from one of the bombs just minutes before it went off

• No apology from the mainstream media for its week-long rampage against “right-wing extremists” who

it vilified as the probable bombers

• No explanation for why it takes thousands of heavily-armed police, armored assault vehicles and federal

agents to find and arrest one teenager

• No reply from the FBI on just how much the FBI controlled and manipulated these suspects over the last

few years, as has been described by their mother.

• No legal justification for the “lockdown” martial law declaration that has been illegally forced upon the

people of Boston

But don’t hold your breath on any of this. The last thing the public would ever get in any of this would be real

answers.

My working theory on what really went down

Here’s my theory on what actually happened:

The FBI “recruited” the Tsarnaeva brothers years ago as part of their ongoing campaign of staging actual terrorist

attacks in the USA as is well documented in the New York Times and elsewhere.

The FBI gave these guys the skills, the plans and the materials to make the “pressure cooker” bombs, then picked the
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target of the Boston marathon. This tactical-level planning of terrorism by the FBI is not uncommon. As Kurt Nimmo

writes on InfoWars:

The FBI is notorious for recruiting and framing terrorist patsies. A report compiled by Mother Jones and the

Investigative Reporting Program at the University of California-Berkley found that of the 158 prosecutions carried

out on terrorism charges since 9/11, 49 defendants participated in plots that were arranged by FBI agent

provocateurs.

“The Craft” operatives were then hired by the government to be on scene and observe the brothers to make sure they

placed the backpacks as planned.

The original plan was to then use the explosions to blame “right-wing extremists” by nailing other patsies in the crowd

who had already been set up to be present with backpacks. The two brothers would escape blame and be allowed to

continue working for the FBI on other terrorism campaigns.

But when the alternative media began circulating suspicious photos of “The Craft” team members and blowing the

cover on the whole operation, the FBI suddenly reversed course on Wednesday and retracted its stated arrest of a

white suspect, “flipping the script” onto the Tsarnaeva brothers. Knowing they could not sustain the big lie of

“right-wing extremists,” they decided to sacrifice their two pawns. If they could be killed during a firefight, that would

be even better.

One of the Tsarnaeva brothers has already been shot and then run over by a vehicle (almost certainly a government

vehicle, although the press ridiculously says his own brother ran over him). The other was captured last night, alive,

but it has already been decided this person has no right to any due process and will be tortured and interrogated until

he talks.

So the entire theatrical production now moves into Act Two, where any mention of FBI involvement will be memory-

holed, and anyone who suggests the FBI might have coached or even trained these two brothers will be labeled a

“conspiracy theorist.”

Score one for the FBI and its department of terrorism. This should keep the American sheeple compliant and afraid for

at least another year or two…

And don’t worry; the FBI has plenty of additional terrorism plots already under way. Each of them will be released at

the appropriate time to manipulate public emotions and keep driving America into a state of undeclared martial law.

Anyone who believes the official story on all this is a fool.
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